
Action Council I 
2005 Midwinter Meeting 
Boston, Massachusetts 
15 January 2005 
Hyatt (Plymouth) 

In attendance: Rory Litwin, Mark Rosenzweig, Carol Gulyas, Ann Sparanese, 
Sally Driscoll, Mary Sue Brown, Dana Lubow, Al Kagan, Gary Colmanar, Elaine 
Harger, Ginny Moore, Mary Biblo, Tom Twiss, Melissa Riley, Diedre Conkling, 
Theresa A. Tobin, Jonathan Betz-Zall, Mark Hudson, Sam Trosow, Susan 
Dillinger, Tiffani Conner, Fred Stoss, Ramona Islam, Elizabeth Richardson, Mary 
McCord 

Approval of minutes: Rebecca Tolley-Stokes handed out minutes from Action 
Council I and II at annual meeting in Orlando, Fla. Dana moved and Melissa 
seconded approval. Minutes were approved. 

Announcements: 

Carol Gulyas stood in at AC I for Aureole Maria Johnstone, Treasurer. Meeting 
forms were distributed 

Ginny Moore announced a change for the Martin Luther King, Jr. sunrise 
celebration on Monday at 6:30 a.m. She encouraged SRRT attendance at the 
event because of the speaker and extra musical entertainment. Moore circulated 
a flyer with the correct room number and time change. 

Elaine Harger encouraged attendance at the PLG dinner on Sunday at 7:00 p.m. 
and indicated that there was room for fifty persons. 

Tiffani Conner of University of Connecticut introduced herself and shared that 
she is running for Action Council. 

Remembering Noel Peattie: 

Al Kagan saw the message about Peattie two days ago. He knew Noel when 
j SRRT was established. Peattie inspired many and published Sipapu (Elaine has 

a copy to pass around). Elaine sent around a card picked out by Sally which will 
I\ go to Peattie's nephew David. Davi~ohen's wife passed recently. He is a long 

time member of PLG, founder of E~RT, and in his nineties and still attends 
ALA meetings. He brings sunshine into the room. Elaine spoke about how@ nd -
Peattie first met while debating with John Swan about the differences between 
social responsibilities and intellectual freedom. Carol distributed an article from 
the Nation about good souls departing the earth that helps people focus on 
keeping the spirit, purpose, and dedication of the deceased alive and through 
these actions, they remain alive. Rory Litwin indicated what an excellent host 



Peattie was and spoke to the quality of his spreads and generosity with wine and 
how this model inspired him. Jonathan Betz-Zall mentioned Peattie's 
cantankerousness, crankiness, and how deeply he thought about issues. And, he 
mentioned how David Cohen was a great mentor who encouraged people to run 
for chair spots and he expressed his gratitude that Cohen was still with us. 

Treasurer's Report: Carol briefed AC I on the budget and indicated that 
complicated questions be forwarded to Aureole. Carol passed out a budget 
worksheet that she went over. The Net assets at the beginning of the year were 
$55,544. SRRT took in $12,000 in dues and made $16,500 in miscellaneous 
revenue. Net assets at the end of the year were $63,373. Discussion focused on 
the net assets at the end of the year and why this figure was more than 
expected. Al suggested that the Coretta Scott King expenses may make the 

(\ differenc:>and then4 etermined to deal with budget issues at AC II. 

At this point Tom Twiss requested funding of $1,000 to cover airfare, etc. for an 
IRTF program for the summer featuring Clara Budnik from Chile who was a 
librarian under Pinochet. Tom estimated that airfare would cost $1100-1300 and 
that Budnik could board with a SRRT member. Carol and Mary Sue Brown 
offered their homes to Budnik. Tom indicated that if they could not secure her as 
a speaker that they would not use the funds. Tom Twiss moved to approve an 
additional $500 budget appropriation to his committee. Dana Lubow seconded. 
During the discussion, Mark Rosenzweig asked whether $500 would be enough. 
Elaine added that support from PLG was possible and thought this would be a 
good opportunity to partner a program. 

~ V\ r Sam Trosow mentioned that the Information Policy in the Public Interest Task 
(i--' _ _ Force (IPPI) wants to offer a program at Chicago but wondered if it could be 

r.lu-o c· added to another group's agenda. Al lauded Clara Budnik's slide show and Dana 
remarked that Budnik's presentations are phenomenal. 

~ 

AC voted to approve a budget item for Budnik's program. The motion carried. 

Questions arose about creating a budget line for new taskforces that have 
provisional status. At annual meeting the task force will become established and 
AC can vote on it then. 

Ann Sparanese indicated that there is a precedent for this situation; that they 
voted to fund the AIDS education task force while it was provisional. Sam 
thought that $1,000 would cover everything though it could be less as an 
inaugural program. He proposed that the taskforce look at the question of Google 
from a critical perspective regarding copyright and their digitization program. Sam 
thought that Siva Vaidhyanathan from NYU could speak to this issue although he 
is not a member of ALA 



Elaine said that deadlines for rooms and requests for space have passed and 
that it though it was not impossible to offer the program at Chicago, that Sam 
might look into waiting until next annual because of the time crunch. Sam said 
that other entities have space that may still need programming. Melissa Riley 
thought that other groups with common goals may not have filled their programs 
and that the possibility remained that the task force could offer their program with 
another group. Ann reiterated Elaine's thoughts. Tom proposed that a new task 
force should have a librarian as a speaker instead of spending $500 on someone 
not in the profession. Tom speculated that a librarian could be just as articulate 
on the issues. 

Melissa suggested that Sam speak at the program, but Sam indicated that the 
task force preferred to make their inaugural program splash with a high profile 
speaker from outside the profession. Fred Stoss shared that the OLOS advisory 
meeting is at 2 p.m. at the Marriott Ballroom I, 4th floor and that they will be 
planning programs for OLOS and that OLOS could possibly co-sponsor or co
fund the program. Mark Hudson supported the efforts to secure Siva, said that he 
spoke at Pennsylvania Library Association and that he would be very good 
attraction for IPPl's inaugural program; that Siva would be a big draw and create 
a stir. 

Rory called for a motion. Carol thought this was a timely topic in the news and 
that it is fitting that IPPI start dialogue and that this program would position SRRT 
well and that it goes beyond the task force level. 

Carol moved to appropriate $1,000 for the program should IPPI procure space on 
the agenda. Mark Hudson seconded. 

Eight were in favor; motion carried. 

Resolutions: 

Department of Peace 
Tom Twiss presented this resolution for Kathleen de la P _na McCook. Susan 
Dillinger offered to support the resolution in Kathleen's absence. Jonathan 
moved to adopt the resolution and to endorse it and bring it to Council. If it 
passes SRRT then Al Kagan will bring it to Council. 

Jonathan moved the resolution. Ann seconded. 

Sam opened the discussion by pointing out that the bill's number is from the last 
session of congress and that the number in invalid with the new year and that if 
the resolution is reintroduced, that the new number should replace the old one. 
Mark pointed out that the resolution would stand a better chance before Council if 
it happens publicly. Ann suggested that SRRT pass it along to the Committee on 
Legislation; that it might go somewhere under their aegis. Elaine and Tom 



indicated their opinions that a potential Department of Peace would never 
amount to much. Tom expressed similar feelings. Fred suggested that SRRT 
consider rewriting the resolution. Al supported Tom's remarks. Ann suggested 
that this discussion be tabled for AC II or to annual. Al so moved and Carol 
seconded. Elaine suggested that the item be tabled to annual and that to vote on 
the item without Kathleen's presence is not in the best interest. Al seconded 
Elaine's motion. 

Bringing America Home Act Sandy Berman asked Al to support this Act. Al 
introduced the Act by referencing a letter from Sandy Berman of 6 December 
2004 which described the BAMA as a comprehensive program designed to 
alleviate poverty, provide a living wage, health care, etc. Al moved that SRRT 
pass the resolution. Mark seconded. Ann asked whether the organization 
sponsors or introduces the objective. Al said that he will investigate and return 
with an answer. Jonathan asked whether libraries or information services are 
explicitly mentioned. Fred footnoted that at annual OLOS programming will 
feature a Gene Coleman lecture at Chicago. Diedre Conkling said that it is not 
hard to relate homelessness and poverty to libraries; that many libraries' 
populations are homeless and that this is an issue in rural and urban areas. 
Elaine referred to ALA policy about programs to reduce poverty. Elaine said that 
the title is odd; that is sounds more like bringing troops home. Ann suggested 
that when people bring resolutions to AC that they include the specific legislation 
to have a summary or copy of the bill itself so that AC members could gain better 
understanding of the information. Al read several headings from a summary that 
he had. Deidre suggested that this be attached to resolutions that go to Council. 
Melissa said that Ann needs to know more to adequately defend it. Elaine 
expounded on Ann's point that AC should try to include guidelines in resolution 
documents to accompany resolutions. Fred thought that SRRT should compose 
an article for use as a news article that would include all resolutions taken and 
acted on by title and a brief annotation; this way it is recorded that SRRT did 
something. Fred requested that this be added to Monday's agenda. Ann talked 
about how in Council that for SRRT's resolutions to be more than a gesture, and 
that for ALA to come behind SRRT's resolutions that Council must be allowed 
time for study and appreciation of the information to endorse resolutions. Teresa 
Tobin wondered whether resolutions get attention before Council if it comes from 
the Committee on Legislation (COL). Ann responded that Council is reluctant to 
consider bringing something unless COL recommends that everybody vote yes. 
If it goes through COL first, it has better success than if it comes through various 
channels. Rory asked Al if he could take the resolution to Council now. Elaine 
made the motion. Ann submitted a substitute motion and the resolution is to 
submit a resolution and Elaine amended her motion in that fashion. Al discussed 
a procedural redraft that would be brought up again on Monday. Elaine 
suggested that we forget the resolution and send the issue. Al suggested that 
SRRT pass the resolution removing ALA and inserting SRRT in the fourth 
paragraph and then forwarding this to COL. A motion was made to pass the 
resolution. Elaine seconded, and the motion carried. 



Library Closures was moved to the next meeting on Monday. 

Quebecor Workers will not be discussed today, but is deferred to Monday. 
'7. , 

Al::A-Partne-rshtps-Tom asked whether F~-is to endorse this and discussed 
the Iraq resolution; not submitting it. The discussion was to support and resubmit 
differences should be to Council so soon (after six months) Council to 
recommend take responsibility work on resolution and popularize it but now and 
annual resolution to collect signatures are website, drafting articles, attract 
members of Council, organize a grassroots effort in ALA. 

IFRT Resolutions Draft resolutions on radio frequency IDs and national 
standardized driver's license were sent to the SRRT listserv. Both of these IDs 
are being proposed as national security tools, but the resolutions speak to the 
privacy principles violated by the IDs. Elaine identified herself as a state's rights 
advocate in this case and doesn't like the wording. As a procedural note, Elaine 
pointed out that AC should have copies of resolutions in hand in order to discuss 
them. 

Fred moved that AC support the notion in principle, but Ann said that the 
resolution is only coming to SRRT as a point of information from Laura Kolutsky 
and IFRT. Elaine thought is best to make our sentiments known. Fred suggested 
explicit language is the key. Melissa reiterated that it is apparent that we believe 
that a nat_i.Qnal id card must be opposed. Carol will mention SRRT's feelings on 

1 this at ([B}s 'meeting today. Elaine suggested we let our councilor know that we 
opposed the NID system. Fred said that they have already broadly stated their 
opposition. Rory directed SRRT Councilor to express views at Council and asked 
Carol to bring SRRT's concerns to IFRT regarding exact wording. 

Ginny emphasized that the principles we endorse should be concerned with 
issues of civil liberties and privacy, and that it's up to SRRT to make these issues 
known. Elaine agreed with Ginny and Sam that SRRT support the concepts and 
principles behind the RFID resolution, but that we should strongly oppose 
national ID card. 

The final motion changed to reflect SRRT concern. Fred suggested that wording 
be formalized and that SRRT take an explicit position behind opposition to the 
issue. Mark seconded. Fred @i,aking a resolution all in favor, none opposed, 
one abstaining. 

Rory asked whether further discussion was needed and made a motion to 
endorse the resolution with wording changed from reading to borrowing. After 
discussion, Tom made a motion to endorse the motion as amended. Sue 
seconded Al inquired about whether the technology could be turned off; 
deactivated. Diedre mentioned staff issues and injuries that the technology 



,z 

I\ 

brings. Tom suggested that SRRT draft a broader resolution for annual to 
address the issues brought up during discussion. Rory asked that someone call 
the question. Jonathan called the question. One opposed, 3 abstained, and the 
rest were in favor. 

(!! r• I h.LJ. ; 
Workplace Speech Al ended us last time on Council and agenda didn't get to it; 
another SB resolution try again sent to Jim Cas~f hair of Resolutions committee 
Rory called for discussion. 'I\. 

Resolutions on the Iraq War Rory suggested that this may be a resolution to 
work on this summer. Ann said that with that extra time, they can go deeper and 
craft a more meaningful effort; build a groundswell in ALA that opposes the war 
in Iraq and that after the Iraqi elections SRRT could circulate a petition, write 
articles, send messageg to council members, and start a grassroots effort. 

United Talmud Torah School Marie Jones received an acknowledgement letter 
from the school. Elaine had not heard that the school responded. 

SRRT Committee Service Fred encouraged SRRT members to consider annual 
meeting transitions and their ability to serve beyond SRRT and to work with other 
ALA units. He asked that we heed calls for help and discussed the difficulties of 
filling committee slots. 

Discussion of ALA Strategic Planning Process Rory drew attention to the 
ALA Strategic Planning Process and asked to spend time discussing the draft of 
ALA's proposed new strategic plan ALA Ahead to 2010. He passed out a 
feedback form that is due by January 31 , 2005. Teresa Tobin wondered whether 
this item warranted more than five minutes of Action Council's time. Jonathan 
said there were environmental issues that he wanted to discuss in regard to their 
plan. Al thought that AC II could address the planning process. Al motioned to 
extend the meeting by ten minutes to 12:40 p.m. Fred seconds. All in favor none 
opposed. Fred called for better ways to accomplish discussion on this issue. He 
felt that a consensus on task force issues should be left to task force meeting 
and that only issues specific to SRRT be discussed at AC. Jonathan said that his 
meeting didn't conclude and that at one point SRRT had wide organization 
values behind too tightly focused on internal real commitment to the public good. 
Elaine suggested that 21 st century literacy be removed. Rory spoke about the 
implication for funding and structural changes of ALA offices as outlined in the 
document. Al suggested changes to an item in the Vision about "recorded 
knowledge." Ramona Islam followed up on his suggestion by citing oral traditions 
and guest lecturers, whose knowledge falls into these unaddressed areas. Rory 
suggested that we not focus on editing the document but look at changing the 
organization. Fred suggested that the document have a strong statement about 
social responsibilities. Rory mentioned that five minutes remained and that he 
has strong feelings about the plan and would like to send SRRT's 
recommendations. Elaine seconded the idea about SRRT's input to strategic 



planning. Rory said that he would bring this up on Monday. Ann commented that 
the draft of organizational values on page two should be changed from member 
service to member participation and that other items need to be added or 
changed. Elaine noted that Ginny pointed out that the use of organizational 
values as opposed to core values in the creation of the strategic plan. Mark 
thought this was a clear way of undoing the work that SRRT did to get SRRT 
included in the core values. Teresa said that the footnote reflected the culture of 
ALA and that the core for the profession reflects the values of the profession and 
that there is a difference between organizational values and professional values. 
Rory noted that it is 12:40 p. m. and asked whether we should extend the 
meeting. Sally motioned to adjourn the meeting. Passed unanimously. 

Respectfully submitted, 
Rebecca Tolley-Stokes 
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